CEDEJ CARD ACQUISITION FORM
To be sent to the following two addresses:
hala.bayoumi@cedej-eg.org and pascal.menoret@cedej-eg.org

I, the undersigned, (LAST NAME, First Name)
wishes to obtain from CEDEJ a digital version of the maps:

I undertake to:
1. Use these maps for the following project (thesis, report, article, etc.):

2. Use CEDEJ as a dissemination channel in the form of « ©CEDEJ »

3. For any use other than that mentioned in point 1, request the authorization of CEDEJ by writing to the following address: hala.bayoumi@cedej-eg.org

4. Do not distribute maps to third parties without CEDEJ authorization

5. Provide CEDEJ with a digital copy (or access link) of the work in which the maps were used.

6. Do not sell the obtained maps.

Date : Place :

Signature: (preceded by “Read and approved”)